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Dylan Horton1
Carson Williams
Cortavion McMillan
Drayton Standridge
Jeremiah Turner
Joel Allen
Nathan Frater
Peyton Funk
TJ Dunn
Tom Weston

Project: 61

- Blow leaves out of landscaping, driveway, and patio
- Clean out fowerbeds
- Rake and bag leaves all around and behind house and 
around the smal pond in front of the house, then dump in pile.
- Pick up loose twigs/logs/moss all around and behind the 
house in the woods, and put in trailer.
- Clean leaves off of the top of the gutter.
- Trim bushes (behind/side house) and put trimmings in trailer.
- Cut logs from fallen trees behind house into pieces to put in 
trailer.
- Pull netting out of small pond in front of the house and dump 
leaves out.
- Wash windows, knock cobwebs out of high corners with 
broom.

Directions:
*Use GPS

106 Ridge Creek Point

Special Instructions:
** 8 people 
** 3 hours
***NOTE: Be careful of snakes in some places in the yard. Mrs Hornecker also has two 
medium sized dogs***

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Marie Hornecker

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-0706
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Jax Miller2
Andre Lane
Ben Ridings
Conner Combs
Drew Skarvedt
Jake Norman
Jaxson Carter
Rovell Carter
Steven Weston
Wade Simpson

Project: 64

- Move things to the garage and load the truck

Directions:
*Use GPS

5 Glencove

Special Instructions:
**6 people 
**2 hours
***NOTE: Project involves lifting heavy things 

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Maggie Winton

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 220-1081
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Brayden Hendricks3
Braylon Johnson
Brock Holton
Caden Fortson
Carter McElhaney
Chase Nichols
Daniel Voyles
Ethan Harbison
Gaylon Williams
Josiah Johnson
Kizer Kidder
Lucas Wilbur
Rickey Rogers
Riley Harms

Project: 1

- Pick up sticks, logs, brush and pile by road

Directions:
*Use GPS

1002 Village Drive

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Mary McBeth

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 258-5115
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Eli Livingston4
Aaron McMillian
Abe Owen
Braylen Bulter
Brock Baker
Bruin Barnes
Caden Gibson
Eli Wilson
Kameron Easttam
Pierce Smalley
Tayshawn Paskel

Project: 26

- Clean out clutter in house
- Throw lots of things away
- Clean out street drainage

Directions:
*Use GPS

1 Fossil Park Place

Special Instructions:
**10-15 people
**3-4 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Phyllis Clements

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 260-0341
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Kendel Givens5
Drake Womack
Hunter Nucci
Jackson Jennings
Jaraylon Burks
Jaylin McKinney
Landon Jones
Mikey Gonzalez
Phyllip Gunn

Project: 57

- Clean windows on the outside
- Wash and tape doors
- Pick up sticks from yard and put them in burn pile
- Spread mulch 
- Move birdbath
- Fix birdhouse

Directions:
*Use GPS

5 Western Hill Drive

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
** 2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Cindy Jackson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 230-3716
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Kee McKnight6
Chance Taylor
Conner Schorp
Dax Jaggers
Jake Loganbill
Jayden Wells
Josh Mumphrey
Riley Cornish
Roy Hudson
Sloan Perrin

Project: 37

- Rake leaves out of beds and around the house
- Pick up sticks
- Wash jeep

Directions:
*Use GPS

114 Valerie Drive

Special Instructions:
**5 people
** 1.5-2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Vanilla Nelson Hannah

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 818-4325
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Melvin Kumwenda7
Arturo Rodriguez
Chris Henley
Chris Hightower
Cooper Smith
Isaac Jiles
Lyric Tredwell
Malique Reliford
Mason Brotherton
Whitt Sparks

Project: 56

- Yard work
- Clean flowerbeds
- Blowing the porch deck out back
- Possibly clean out gutters

Directions:
*Use GPS

#4 Friendship Drive

Special Instructions:
** 6 people 
** 2.5 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Herman Thomas

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 260-2053
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Garrison Jackson8
Bo Baker
Brett Barbaree
Cade Hudson
Conner Flannigan
Gabe Bonner
Isaac Greer
Joey Ortego
Mario Ganter
Nigel Robinson
Zane Beard

Project: 52

- Empty the shed in the backyard and put the front porch 
furnitures in it.
- Cut back trees
- Mow yard
- Remove weeds

Directions:
*Use GPS

232 N. 13th Street

Special Instructions:
**8 people
**Will take the full time
***NOTE: Team members should wear long pants and closed toe shoes

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Melissa French

DISABLED

Phone: (501) 804-2100
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Jacob Thomas9
Amanda Thomas
Brody Wells
Drake Hrabel
Emily Moss
Hannah Moss
Layne Wingfield
Payton Francis
Skylar Freeman
Skyler Higgs
Taiten Brown
Tate Goodrum

Project: 66

- Trim the front hedges and the hedges on the side along the 
driveway
- Rake leaves

Directions:
*Use GPS

2706 Mockingbird Lane

Special Instructions:
**4-6 people
**2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Mary White

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-7194
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Melissa Carozza10
 

Allie Bell
Alyssa Rye
Ashley Carozza
Audrey Kendrick
Carly Carozza
Cassie Carozza
Endsley Norman
Lydia Crow
Olivia Whitlatch
Sharon Cosh

Project: 36

- Place all spring/summer clothes from the storage into the 
store
- Size children clothing and move into the store
- Begin to color code the clothing if there is extra time.

Directions:
*Use GPS

905 Highway 67 South

Special Instructions:
**12-14 people
** 2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Debbie Files

LIGHTHOUSE MINISTRIES

Phone: (870) 246-9524
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Avery Jauz11
Ann Marie Tice
Avery Jauz
Courtney Hanson
EJ Day
Emily Adams
Emma Hill
Eryn Dawson
Haley Fairchild
Kailey Thedford
Kylie Kisgen
Leah Gardner
Peyton Church
Riley Braziel
Savannah Whitaker

Project: 91

Directions:

Special Instructions:

 

ARKADELPHIA HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT

Phone:
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Jed Kim12
Candice Aipperspach
Ian Aipperspach
Jennifer Mitchell
Natalian Crutcher

Project: 6

- Rake- specifically gumballs in front and back yard, move 
them to side lot
- Trim shrubs and grass in backyard
-Throw away rose cut offs/ weed flower bed
- General yard clean up
- Digging up bush roots
- Move bird bath

Directions:
*Use GPS

410 Northpark Drive

Special Instructions:
** 5-6 people
** 2.5 hours
** Has indor and outdoor cat

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Pat Pennington

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 230-3053
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Conner Brown13
Alaina Moore
Andy Hilton
Coleman Hunter
Daniel Gibson
Ethan Russell
Luke Garrison
Owen Dodd
Sadie Buttram
Zac Baker

Project: 27

- Rake leaves, bag them, and place them at the end of the 
road (don't disturb the plants)
- Blow leaves off of driveway/ sweep
- Move pine needles in yard (big pile outside of fence)
- Mainly working on the fenced in area in the backyard 
- Clean off the front porch
- Rake the front yard and pine needles/leaves
-If extra time, would like to have some flowers planted

Directions:
*Use GPS

15 Friendship Drive

Special Instructions:
**10-12 people
**3 hours
***NOTE: POISON IVY. Be sure to wear gloves, pants, and long sleeves****
*** The phone number listed is her grandaughter's phone number because she helps her 
out.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Emma Thomason

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 345-8850
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Conner Brown13
Alaina Moore
Andy Hilton
Coleman Hunter
Daniel Gibson
Ethan Russell
Luke Garrison
Owen Dodd
Sadie Buttram
Zac Baker

Project: 45

- Rake the yard
- Wash windows

Directions:
*Use GPS

103 Valerie Dr

Special Instructions:
**5 people
**1 hour
** Additional phone number: 870-246-4365

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Jo Ann Dickerson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-0124
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Caleb Cornelius14
Brendan Watson
Caleb Gumm
Carson Burks
Cohen Ferguson
Kinder Hindrichs
Luke Tolbert
Peyton Lowery

Project: 68

- Pick up limbs
- Rake yard and put in burn pile in back yard
- Trim bushes (main thing)
- Clean out fire pit
- Fill stump hole with dirt from planters
- Move plastic totes to shed
- Wash kitchen walls

Directions:
*Use GPS

1175 Shilloh Road

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people 
**3 hours
***NOTE: There might be some snakes so team members should be mindful of that and 
wear long pants and closed toe shoes

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Susan Hill

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-1961
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Clayton Fitzpatrick15
Caleb Conrady
Charly McClain
Hayden Wylie
Josh Motl
Kensley Flynn
Luke Wood
Matt Correll
Sara Jayne Burroughs
Stephen Brown

Project: 38

- Clean up yard
- Rake yard, bag the leaves and put them by the road

Directions:
*Use GPS

408 N. 16th St

Special Instructions:
** 10 people
** 3-4 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Anthony Luster

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 495-6276
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Clayton Fitzpatrick15
Caleb Conrady
Charly McClain
Hayden Wylie
Josh Motl
Kensley Flynn
Luke Wood
Matt Correll
Sara Jayne Burroughs
Stephen Brown

Project: 67

- Yard work 
- Lay mulch
- Rake and bag leaves mostly in the backyard
- Moving pots
- Clean out gutters
- Move cinder blocks

Directions:
*Use GPS

#7 Holly Oak Dr.

Special Instructions:
** 6 people
** 2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Jara Ambrose

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (575) 318-3548
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Joseph Osborne17
Aaron Reed
Andrew Greenwell
Ian Henson
Jayden Gumm
Logan Babel
Mitch Wines
Nathan Affleck
Nathan Price
Rhys Kuhn
Ryder Ashlock

Project: 70

- Rake yard
- Trim hedges
- Clean out flower beds 
- Throw away flower pots
- Put down mulch
- Put limbs/trimmings in burn pile
- Wash and clean off deck and furniture
- Put Christmas things up

Directions:
*Use GPS

116 Valerie Dr

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
** 3 hours
**Home phone number: 870-246-9452

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Kenneth Harris

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 230-3208
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Joseph Osborne17
Aaron Reed
Andrew Greenwell
Ian Henson
Jayden Gumm
Logan Babel
Mitch Wines
Nathan Affleck
Nathan Price
Rhys Kuhn
Ryder Ashlock

Project: 76

- Fix broken fence ( just 1 singular board )
- Rake the leaves 
- Clean flower beds 
- Put down mulch 
- Clean siding 
- Move things from the overhang of the cottage to the side of 
the road
- Throw sticks in the yard away
-Change batteries on the side of the shed
-Potentially try to fix the trellis on the outside of her house
- Hang lights from two oak trees

Directions:
*Use GPS

1778 Degray Road

Special Instructions:
** 8-9 people
** 2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Jack and Philis Wood

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 860-3181
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Elizabeth Kelly18
Anna Smith
Brody Kriegel
Brooklyn Perkins
Caleb Melton
Carson Hudgens
Chaya Vogel
Clayton Carter
David Dixon
Donald Paul
Holly Hatcher
Madilyn Davis
Scott Westburg
Will Jones

Project: 84

- House deep cleaning
- All the hard flooring needs to be mopped
- Vacuum the carpet
- Moving and clearing stuff in an office, bar room, and two 
bedrooms for donation.
-The deck and carport area need to have the leaves removed 
with a leaf blower and cleaned up. 
-Two bathrooms, the living room, and kitchen also need to be 
cleaned/tided up mostly dusting, cleaning of the floors, etc.

Directions:
*Use GPS

2101 Caddo St

Special Instructions:
**10 or more people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Barbara Wheeler

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (571) 442-7275
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Adrienne Brown19
Brooke Steinman
Caroline Collins
Grace Renois
Landi Rae
Savannah Staggs
Sydney Windorf

Project: 14

- Prune by the fence
- Cut vines out of japonica
- Cut vines trees out of front and side bed
- Prune front bed and vines
- Cut headge away from front fence
- Get vines off from front fence and off the side fence
- Prune hedge in side yard
- Prune azealas
-  Empty pots and refill with dirt for planting
- Cut vines by the back fence
- Pick up limbs
- Clean off trellis and gate
- Raise swing
- Clean big window

Directions:
*Use GPS

610 Pine Street

Special Instructions:
**3 or 4 people
**2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Ann McMillon

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 246-7940
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Anna Claire Newman20
Ashlyn Spanos
Catie Brown
Grace Sharon
Katelyn Hancock
Katie Wilder
Rileigh Murphree

Project: 25

- Fill in a thin and small trench through the yard with potting 
soil.
- Pull up some weeds and flowers across the backyard.
- Pick up sticks and limbs throughout the backyard.
- Wash down the shed in the backyard.
- Clean up sticks and planks around the shed.
- Straighten the birdhouse
- Tear out a rose bush
- Trim the tree branches on 2-3 short trees
- Sweep the back porch

Directions:
*Use GPS

1804 Mill Creek Dr.

Special Instructions:
**6 people
** 1.5-2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Vance Huneycutt

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 403-4147
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Emma McClurkin21
Aslan Ladd
Calli Karisch
Lexi Peck
Livi Moore
Maddie Nelson
Paige Tankersley
Taylor Moran

Project: 86

- - Clean cat rooms/litter boxes
- clean dog yard and kennels (pressure wash)
- pick up trash
- mow the yard
- straighten/clean/organize warehouse and shelves
- bigger things that need to be lifted and bulk trash should be 
moved to the front of the building

Directions:
*Use GPS

627 Walnut St.

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**1-2 hours

***NOTE: Volunteers should wear clothes and shoes to get dirty/muddy in (rubber boots if 
have them)

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Whitney Womble

CLARK COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

Phone: (870) 210-6055
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Kassidy Gray22
Abigail Nipper
Cali Mendonca
Cassidy Ashcraft
Emma Gipson
Hannah Gonzalez
Lillie Tretter
Makaylen Swint

Project: 50

- Take up leaves and put them in trash bags
- Pick up sticks and put them in trailer
- Cut branches off of trees
- Rake the moss floating by the edge of the pond
- Load plywood (long and thin planks) on the trailer

Directions:
*Use GPS

204 Hobgood Rd

Special Instructions:
**8 people
** 2.5-3 hours
**Note for teams: Wear rubber boots if you have them, because there will be a pond 
nearby, beware of possible ants.

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Brenda Scott

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-1375
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Kaylee Mitchell23
Alayna Evans
Annika Jostad
Emma Russell
Heidi Mathes
Mia Paladini
Reagan Culver
Riley Crouse

Project: 62

- Clean up around front door
- Rake and clean the driveway
- Weedeat
- Clean out fountain
- Move mulch by pools
- Weed the pools out
- Fertilize pool
- Wash RV
- Trim up trees and weed next to the driveway
- Brush off iron furniture
- Clean up inside

Directions:
*Use GPS

1239 Degray Rd

Special Instructions:
** 16 people 
** 3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Pat French

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 245-6363
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Kie Crone24
Addison White
Allie Sample
Andie Fletcher
Annabelle Phillips
Chloe Cofer
Madison Wofenbarger
Olivia Eggleston

Project: 65

- Organizing the store
- Packing away winter and fall, and stocking spring

Directions:
*Use GPS

700 Main

Special Instructions:
** 8 people
**The entire time

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Courtney Horton

THE BEEHIVE

Phone: (870) 246-5550
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Maryann Rettig25
Audrey Altom
Hannah Smith
Hope Murphy
Jillian Tankersley
Kenzie Tatum
Reece Gray
Tori Reecer

Project: 34

- Cut bushes down to root and throw out
- Rake yard (front and back yard)
- Clean inside of privacy fence
- Wash windows and frames around it
- Pull up dead plants around mailbox
- Wash car
- Put new cover on swing

Directions:
*Use GPS

2511 Walnut St

Special Instructions:
**6 people
**2 hours
** Landline: 870-246-9184

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Carolyn Harris

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 210-1065
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Bree Stienfeldt26
Abigail Forbes
Carleigh Schumacher
Chloe Dunn
Emily Humund
Layla Henthorne
Shelby Cheek
Sydney Wood

Project: 33

- Rake and bag leaves in front yard
- Remove a few limbs from ground and take across street

Directions:
*Use GPS

135 Ridge Creek Point

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people
**3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Carol Houston

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-6694
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Sam Gorman27
Bryce Allen
Caleb Yates
Chapman Cooper
Cody Pallen
Crosse Deaton
Joe Phillips
Mason Boswell
Parker Monk
Will Green

Project: 49

- Spray bushes with weed killer
- Clean bricks
- Rake leaves

Directions:
*Use GPS

221 S. Clark Street

Special Instructions:
**4 people
**2-3 hours

NOTE: SEE HELP DESK

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Nancy Hall

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-6971
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Merrilee Greer28
Angela Coriaty
Avery Williams
Ben Combs
Brayden Speer
Cole Greer
Ferris Williams
Graham Greer
Jadyn Thompson
Jeremy Greer
Kelsey Coventry
Lane Dunnam
Mikayla Cook
Olivia Marine
Olivia Nethercutt
Spencer Williams
Sydney Greer
Zach Wigginton

Project: 89

- Making  lasagna
- Washing cars

Directions:
*Use GPS

Special Instructions:
** 10 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Merrilee Greer

FELLOWSHIP CHURCH

Phone: (870) 260-6345
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Ian Cosh29
Charles Carozza
Dayle Carozza
Donna Carozza
Marc Carozza
Nikki Newby
Rick Newby
Tony Carozza

Project: 88

- Help out at the Carozza Farm

Directions:

Special Instructions:

Ian Cosh Phone:
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Daniel McCarty31
Cole Turner
Dawson Brown
Derek Hobbs
Eli Jenkins
Jonah Lane
Levi Compton
Sam Forbus
Will Worthen

Project: 11

- Rake and collect pine straw and leaves
- Clean flower bed by concrete slab
- Trim bushes around house (shears)
- Dig dirt out of driveway cover

Directions:
*Use GPS

148 Banks Road

Special Instructions:
**8-10 people
**2-3 hours

NOTE: SEE HELP DESK

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Anita Banks

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-6754
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Daniel McCarty31
Cole Turner
Dawson Brown
Derek Hobbs
Eli Jenkins
Jonah Lane
Levi Compton
Sam Forbus
Will Worthen

Project: 79

- Yard work
- Trim bushes and pluck vines from bushes
- Pull up weeds
- Rake yard and bag 
- Weedeat

Directions:
*Use GPS

1220 Pine St.

Special Instructions:
** 8 people
** 2-2.5 hours
***NOTE: 870-230-8750 (Home phone number)

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Mike Hardin

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN

Phone: (870) 260-5109
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Brooks Bell32
Armani Atilano
Brooks Brown
Conner Myers
Devon Hunt
Ian Vance
Isaac Devine
Lane Von Dresky

Project: 18

- Clean out gutters and bag trash from gutters
- Clean outside windows
- Pull weeds from 2-3 medium flower beds in the back yard

Directions:
*Use GPS

1024 Evergreen Drive

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
** 3 hours
***NOTE: Mrs Bell has a dog (very friendly) but team members might be mindful of that for 
allergies.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Carolyn Bell

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-1457
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Brooks Bell32
Armani Atilano
Brooks Brown
Conner Myers
Devon Hunt
Ian Vance
Isaac Devine
Lane Von Dresky

Project: 82

- Mow front and back
- Weed eat/remove weeds

Directions:
*Use GPS

104 Clay St

Special Instructions:
** 6 people
** 3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Prispilla Greenwood

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 279-0064
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Lawrence Davis33
Blake Buffalo
Carter Babb
Cooper O'Briant
Drew Goode
Garrett Buffalo
Jonah Worley
Jordan Barnard
Sam Scott

Project: 47

- Dust inside of the house and mop hardwood floors
- Trim hedges outside to window level
- Trim arbor
-Wash 3 vehicles inside and out

Directions:
*Use GPS

4306 Hwy 128

Special Instructions:
** 6 People
**3 Hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Donald Treadway

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 865-2341
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Will Ross34
Carter Wood
Conner Whipple
Dunn Daniel
Jake Ayotte
Ty Mills

Project: 2

- Clean up inside the house (rearranging, organizing)
- Vacuuming, scrub kitchen and bathroom floors
- Rake and bag leaves
- Trim hedges
- Clear deck
- Change lightbulbs

Directions:
*Use GPS

1223 Logan St

Special Instructions:
** 6 people
**3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Lindsay Van Sicklen

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-6535
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Carter Collins35
Andre Lane
Cooper Darr
Kade Soden
Sam Sexton
Seth Vance
Trace Morrow
Walker Wood
Whit Addington

Project: 59

- Rake leaves from flower bed
-Mulch flower beds
- Planting
- Pick up sticks and rake driveway
- Move dirt to new area

Directions:
*Use GPS

700 Carter Road

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
** 2.5-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Lela Wilson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-2728
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Lukas Garlow36
Brock Bivens
Cliff Lance
Eli Cowden
Gabe Chandler
Hayden Coffman
Landry Ludwig
Payne Greer

Project: 3

- Lay mulch out (do this first)
- Wash down furniture and let it dry (put it back in place when 
it's dry)
- Wash/ clean windows (inside and outside) and screens
- Clean gutters
- Wash and vacuum car
- Clean awning on front porch
- Check smoke alarm to see if it needs batteries changed or 
anything else
- Clean glass doors
- Wipe down ceiling fans

Directions:
*Use GPS

2606 Sylvia St

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**2-2.5 Hours
** Would like to have someone on the team who understands how smoke alarms work

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Ann Prestridge

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 917-8868
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Lukas Garlow36
Brock Bivens
Cliff Lance
Eli Cowden
Gabe Chandler
Hayden Coffman
Landry Ludwig
Payne Greer

Project: 31

- Mow the yard
- Empty storage building behid house and garage
- Clear out carpet
- Dig hole for firepit

Directions:
*Use GPS

2 Fossil Park Place

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people 
** 2 hours
**Note: Also are helping Tiara's mom, Lisa Todd.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Tiara Harris Phone: (870) 464-7169
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DeAnna Brown38
Anika Dresser
Anna Cabaness
Ella DePriest
Haley McKinney
Hannah Newcomb
Jaron Barnett
Jordan Daves
Kady Tosh
Kidron Ramoser
Lilly Durbin
Madilyn Garvin
Paige Shepard
Sadie Snow

Project: 58

- Lay out mulch and spread mulch in therapy garden and 
flower bed
- Mulch flower bed to left of front door
- Trim crepe myrtles (trim on bottom, put in burn pile)
- Clean windows
- Trim bushes
- Spray weed killer around front rocks (in shed)
- Rake and water plants
- Sweep porch, concrete sidewalk, gazebo, stepping stones
- Spray ant killer all around in shed
- Pick up trash and limbs to put in burn pile

Directions:
*Use GPS

442 Mt. Zion Rd

Special Instructions:
** 6-8 people
** 3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Darby Walker

CHILD SAFETY CENTER

Phone: (870) 403-6879
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DeAnna Brown38
Anika Dresser
Anna Cabaness
Ella DePriest
Haley McKinney
Hannah Newcomb
Jaron Barnett
Jordan Daves
Kady Tosh
Kidron Ramoser
Lilly Durbin
Madilyn Garvin
Paige Shepard
Sadie Snow

Project: 78

- Rake and clean out/weed 2 flower beds
- Put new mulch in flowerbeds
- Clean outdoor furniture
- Sweep/wash small back deck, windex windows

Directions:
*Use GPS

2741 Edgewood Dr

Special Instructions:
** 7-9 people
** 3 hours
***NOTE: Mrs Adams' house is about 20 minutes away.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Willene Adams

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 464-7524
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Meredith Medford39
Abby Dahl
Brooke Wright
Brooklyn Haddick
Ellie Davis
Emerson Thompson
Emmeline Burrow
Hannah Harshaw
Jillian Rachuy
Lindsay Hachat
Maribeth Young
Morgan Calaway

Project: 71

- Pick up trash and branches from around the house
- Trim shrubs, small saplings, and grass from around the 
house
- Take vines off the side of the house

Directions:
*Use GPS

112 Rabbit Hill Road

Special Instructions:
**12 people
**3 hours
***NOTE: There are a lot of wasps in the vehicles around the house, so team members 
should be mindful of that.

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

James Freeman

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 245-8674
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Addison Huddler40
Bailey Capps
Cassie Corres
Colbie Glenn
Eliza Parker
Erika Johnson
Jacie Sellars
Julia Tuttle
Kaitlyn Dutton
Kinsey Gregory
Paige Spicer
Payton Crum
Sarah Kate McAnnelly

Project: 5

- Dig up weeds in flower beds
- Uproot and move old bushes to woods
- Lay down mulch to build small flower bed around tree.

Directions:
*Use GPS

94 Pinnacle Drive

Special Instructions:
** 8 people
** 2-3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

William Viser

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-3904
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Addison Huddler40
Bailey Capps
Cassie Corres
Colbie Glenn
Eliza Parker
Erika Johnson
Jacie Sellars
Julia Tuttle
Kaitlyn Dutton
Kinsey Gregory
Paige Spicer
Payton Crum
Sarah Kate McAnnelly

Project: 69

- Cleaning out the library 
- Weeding and discarding old books
- Taking inventory of the library
- Cataloging new books.

Directions:
*Use GPS

1305 Caddo Street

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people
**2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.***

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Griffin Pritchard

PEAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Phone: (479) 427-1281
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William Martin41
Donald Paul
Hayden Flaherty
Henry Martin
Jake Romig
James Anderson
Samuel Cordova

Project: 73

- Wash windows inside and out mainly on the back side of the 
house
- Blow off the deck
- Rake yard and put in trash bags
- Put down mulch
- Clean ceiling fans

Directions:
*Use GPS

1010 Evergreen Dr

Special Instructions:
** 6-8 people
** 2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Eula Jackson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-1958
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Jaylon Otero42
Brooks Schrimsher
Caleb Andrews
LJ Davenport
Parker Henry
Samuel Schmidt
Zander Fields

Project: 21

- Clean Gutters
- Work on the flower bed.

Directions:
*Use GPS

131 North 19 St

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people 
** 1-2 hours
***NOTE: Mrs. Williams's phone is not working. The phone number listed is her daughter's 
phone number.

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Pat Williams

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 293-9626
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Hudson Herring43
Alex Pena
Justin Shaw
Luke Brunson
Shad Cano
William Wilson

Project: 81

- Rearrange furniture in two different houses that are next to 
each other
-Move furnitures to the curb. 
-Need help with yard work, especially with the flower bed.

Directions:
*Use GPS

322 Riverside Dr

Special Instructions:
** 10-12 people
** 3 hours
***NOTE: Some of the furnitures that need to be moved might be heavy so be mindful of 
that.

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Clyde Briggs

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-2607
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Madison Gray44
Anna Derby
Bailey Boyles
Brady Ussery
Campbell Fisher
Eli Smithson
Josh Tibbs
Kaleigh Launius
Kate Calaway
Matthew Loyd
Megan Monk
Terry DeWitt

Project: 12

- Rake leaves on side of the yard
- Pick up sticks
- Wash cars (if extra time)

Directions:
*Use GPS

114 Canterbury Lane

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**2.5 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Betty Bass

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-1782
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Madison Gray44
Anna Derby
Bailey Boyles
Brady Ussery
Campbell Fisher
Eli Smithson
Josh Tibbs
Kaleigh Launius
Kate Calaway
Matthew Loyd
Megan Monk
Terry DeWitt

Project: 15

- Help the master gardeners who will also be working on this 
project
- Weeding, raking, digging, and planting on the courthouse 
lawn

Directions:
*Use GPS

401 Clay St

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people
**3-4 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Angie Schleiff

MASTER GARDENERS OF CLARK 
CNTY

Phone: (870) 351-1157
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Kasha Baker45
Abby Mosely
Acacia Hunter
Cydni Alexander
Jameson Flatt
Jaycie Anderson
Marissa Hearnsberger
Natalie Thomas
Sierra Wilmath

Project: 24

- Wash windows around house on the inside of house
- Rake front yard
- Clean blinds inside house
- Clean ceiling fan
- Possibly clean floors
- Put down mulch in flowerbeds

Directions:
*Use GPS

2509 Hwy #128

Special Instructions:
** 8 people
** 3 hours
***NOTE: Mrs Watson's house is about 20 minutes away.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Barbara Watson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 245-7075
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Kasha Baker45
Abby Mosely
Acacia Hunter
Cydni Alexander
Jameson Flatt
Jaycie Anderson
Marissa Hearnsberger
Natalie Thomas
Sierra Wilmath

Project: 53

- 2 small flower beds need weeds picked (be careful to not pull 
up flowers)
- Pull up dead stalks of old plant behind the big tree.  
- Vines cut off of fence 
- Pick weeds from short sidewalk
- Trim hedges

Directions:
*Use GPS

2708 Mockingbird Lane

Special Instructions:
**4 people 
**2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Melva Bagwell

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-6054
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Maddie Cox46
 

Abbygail Fowler
Clara Griggs
Elizabeth Hahn
Hope Pennington
Macie Heide
Madeline Koelzer
Samantha Ward

Project: 7

- Rake and bag leaves
- Clean leaves out flower beds

Directions:
*Use GPS

1016 Evergreen Drive

Special Instructions:
**8-10 people
**3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Elaine Roe

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 317-6456
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Maddie Cox46
 

Abbygail Fowler
Clara Griggs
Elizabeth Hahn
Hope Pennington
Macie Heide
Madeline Koelzer
Samantha Ward

Project: 90

- Wash windows outside
- Light trimming

Directions:
*Use GPS

3 Hillcrest Cove

Special Instructions:
** 4 people
**
***NOTE: 870-246-8281 (Home phone number)

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Jo Long

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-7517
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Lizzie Phifer47
Abby Gates
Abby Ralston
Autumn Walters
Harmony Toth
Katie Miller
Olivia Taylor
Tiffany Byers

Project: 17

- Rake leaves in front and back yards (Do not go past the 
fence)
- Throw found limbs onto a pile across the fence

Directions:
*Use GPS

430 Red Hill Road

Special Instructions:
**4 people
**2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Phyllis Shepard

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-4760
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Lizzie Phifer47
Abby Gates
Abby Ralston
Autumn Walters
Harmony Toth
Katie Miller
Olivia Taylor
Tiffany Byers

Project: 48

- Sweep and mop floors 
- Clean stove and oven
- Put sheets on bunk bed
- Pick up sticks in yard
- Move desk to a different room (if there is time)

Directions:
*Use GPS

2319 Walnut Street

Special Instructions:
** 6-8 people
**3-4 Hours
** Additional phone number: 870-210-6602

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Alice Garvin

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (501) 467-2423
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Terese Cox48
Anderson Jones
Caleb Wooten
Emma Kate Elliot
Gracie Campbell
James Cox
Lilianne McDonald
Michael Cox
Nathan Clark
Nathaniel Cox
Rebecca Jones
Silas Cox
Yu Chan Jeong

Project: 28

- Pick up limbs
- Pull down limbs from tree
- Clean out pavillion
- Rake pine needles

Directions:
*Use GPS

181 Lower Dam Pike

Special Instructions:
**CAUTION: The pavillion that needs cleaning has lots of pollen this time of year. Be 
mindful of this if you have an allergy.

**7-10 people
**3-4 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Byron Eubanks

Lake

Phone: (870) 246-5591
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Chad Gscheidle49
Anna Phelps
Bella Howell
Blayz Hood
David Pannell
Duncan Troup
James Savarese
Jeff McCoy
Miles Schulze
Noah Smith
Sophie Derby

Project: 40

- Yard work
- Pull out weeds
- Move rocks
- Spray weeds
- Move trash from the yard
- Organizing and cleaning inside of the house

Directions:
*Use GPS

814 North Park Dr

Special Instructions:
**10 people 
**3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Bill Goff

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-4831
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Samantha Watson50
Abbey Harrison
Aubrey Henderson
Audri Winfrey
Brooke Smith
Grayson Fairless
Heidi Robinson
Joey Babel
Laney Mears
Madeleine Tipton
Makenzie Schilmoeller
Micah Russel

Project: 4

- Rake yard and bag leaves
- Pot flowers
- Trim trees and hedges
- Mop floors 
- Clean kitchen and fridge
- Vacuum floors
- Sort clothes in closet
- Clean windows
- Sweep deck and blow leaves off rocks
- Weedeat

Directions:
*Use GPS

808 S. 25th St.

Special Instructions:
** 12 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Eunice Stroud

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 249-2663
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Caleb Miller51
Chase Ramsey
Drew Knecht
Jacob Woodfield
Landon Wright
Logan Davis
Luke Robbins
Reid Messick

Project: 44

- Trim grass on the small island in pond with weed eater.
- Clean out approximately 15 foot of gutters above the garage
- Wash windows
- Flip mattress over inside

Directions:
*Use GPS

2613 A Evonshire Dr.

Special Instructions:
**4 People 
** 2-2.5 Hours
***NOTE: Team members might want to wear water resistant shoes to trim grasses in the 
pond.***

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Ramona Ruggles

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-2376
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Clay West52
Cable Glenn
Caden Jenkins
Carter Smith
Gabe Mills
Jon Shelby
Keagan Pointer

Project: 80

- Pulling weeds out of the yard and flowerbeds
- Mow the yard
- Edge around flowerbeds, garden, and yard

Directions:
*Use GPS

1802 Forrest Park

Special Instructions:
** 4-6 people
** 2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Steve Garner

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 464-7204
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Clay West52
Cable Glenn
Caden Jenkins
Carter Smith
Gabe Mills
Jon Shelby
Keagan Pointer

Project: 87

- Wash off back deck
- Plant a few flowers by bird bath in the back          
- Wash windows on the outside
- Hook hoses up

Directions:
**Use GPS

312 Riverside Dr.

Special Instructions:
** 6-8 people
** 2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.**** 

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Marsha Treat

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 984-2828
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John Hunter Crum53
Brett Wilson
Daniel Gillson
Levi Schaffer
Miller Adams
Owen Fellers
Zach Moore

Project: 32

- Cut back limbs and bushes
- Mow yard
- Dig a ditch in front to direct water
- Clean out flower beds
- Rake leaves
- Rake off pine straw from roof and on back patio
- Bag leaves and dump leaves out by road, by walkway
- Throw limbs down hill

Directions:
*Use GPS

1617 O'Connell Street

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Lisa Todd

DISABLED ADULT

Phone: (870) 464-7601
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Grady Jones54
Adam Lott
Cole Skelley
Davis Jordan
Luke Regan
Zeke Jurado

Project: 16

- Clean off roof
- Clean out gutters (front only)
- Clean flower beds (front only)
- Cabinet moved to the pool house

Directions:
*Use GPS

104 Apple Blossom Drive

Special Instructions:
**4 people
**1.5 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Lloyd Jordan

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 230-8333
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Sammy Arizaga55
Brock McGuire
Eli Smithson
Elijah Palmer
Isaac Lawson
Jonathan McEndree
Michael Lee
Noah Canon

Project: 19

- Rake leaves in backyard
- Clean out shed
- Throw away old toys in backyard
- Plant some flowers

Directions:
*Use GPS

230 N. 18th Street

Special Instructions:
**8 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Joyce Johnson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-7842
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Connor Radabaugh56
Braden Wagely
Evan Lockwood
Grant Greenway
Matthew Cheatham
Zach Weeks

Project: 23

- Rake yard (front, side, and back)
- Trim hedges across the top
- Touch up walls inside house with stain (not painting)
- Clean garage with blower (leaves and dust)
- Wash car

Directions:
*Use GPS

146 Deceiper Hill Rd

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
** 2-3 hours
** There is a small inside dog, but very sweet and friendly

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Billy Bennett

SENIOR ADULT, VETERAN

Phone: (870) 246-5616
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Wes Holifield57
Alexis Murillo
Alfonso Gonzalez Gomez
Brayden Hall
CJ Washington
Daniel Lee
Daniel Marcano
Dillon Staal
Ebon Jordan
Eli Stuart
Emon Ingram II
Gael Gonzales
Grant Isbell
Hunter Reck
Imanol Barragan
Kristian Baker
Masaya Nitta
Nathan Frost
Tavin Wright
Will Childers
Zebastian Rios

Project: 77

- Clean ceiling fans
- Wash windows
- Dust and vacuum
- Lift items into closet

Directions:
*Use GPS

20 Timber Ridge Circle

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
***2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Becky Chenoweth

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (972) 822-9998
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Isabel King58
Breanna Watson
Emma Maxwell
Erika Ortiz
Halley Daniel
Helen Waggener
Julie Philips
Madeline King
Silvi Cardona

Project: 55

- Help going through Christmas decoration boxes

Directions:
*Use GPS

1215 Cutler St

Special Instructions:
**4-5 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Tanya Jackson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 293-9741
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Kaylee Smith59
Allie Jane Wilson
Anna Grace Rankin
Ashleigh Estes
Bailey Buettner
Dori Bartek
Emma Donley
Finley Nipper
Kate Burris
Kenna King
Lily Roddy
Madison Goff
Sophia Cunningham
Tatum Smith

Project: 30

- Inside and outside work
- Raking leaves
- Planting flowers
- Clean patio
- Trimming

Directions:
*Use GPS

1608 Phillips St

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Barbara Schleiff

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-0635
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Hannah Grace Hallum60
Autumn McDaniel
Bailey Capps
Carleigh Jean Himmelshr
Chloe Lackey
Gracia Huitt
Janet Carden
Julie Ann Zimmerman
Katelyn Watson
Kelssi Davis
Kylie Carpenter
Skylar Schaffer
Valeria Figueroa

Project: 51

- pick up trash up and down the road in the neighborhood 
(most of it is in ditches).

Directions:
*Use GPS

1608 O'Connell Street

Special Instructions:
**6-7 people
**2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Betty Howard

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-8359
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Hannah Grace Hallum60
Autumn McDaniel
Bailey Capps
Carleigh Jean Himmelshr
Chloe Lackey
Gracia Huitt
Janet Carden
Julie Ann Zimmerman
Katelyn Watson
Kelssi Davis
Kylie Carpenter
Skylar Schaffer
Valeria Figueroa

Project: 54

- Clean up yard and bag up trash
- Clean out flowerbeds
- Wash car
- Maybe wash windows

Directions:
*Use GPS

216 N. 6th St

Special Instructions:
**6 people

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Caryl Linton

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 230-1174
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Hannah Grace Hallum60
Autumn McDaniel
Bailey Capps
Carleigh Jean Himmelshr
Chloe Lackey
Gracia Huitt
Janet Carden
Julie Ann Zimmerman
Katelyn Watson
Kelssi Davis
Kylie Carpenter
Skylar Schaffer
Valeria Figueroa

Project: 63

- Need general yard work done. 
- Weeding
- Cut limbs in yard/ driveway

Directions:
*Use GPS
*Is right next to the Elrod Center!

214 N. 6th Street

Special Instructions:
**5-6 people
** 2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Lois Hughes

DISABLED

Phone: (870) 246-9103
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Emery Cash61
Danielle Watson
Halle Watson
Harper Watson
Heather Dunavan
Malaya Graham

Project: 20

- Clean out gutters
- Rake the yard
- Clean windows on the outside
- Clean outside chairs with pillows
- Clean picnic table

Directions:
*Use GPS

125 South Peake St

Special Instructions:
**4-6 people 
** 1.5 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Mary Caradine

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 260-6654
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Kamy Treat62
Addy Cassell
Anna Johnson
Ashton Price
AubrieKate Moseley
Hanna Williams
Layne Wilson
Mattie Treat
Raegan Swindle
Vivian Pryor

Project: 43

- Cut out vines in back
- Pull weeds
- Rake leaves
- Sweep concrete
- Wash trailer and building
- Clean fence
-Plant any plants provided
- Replace string light bulbs
- Replace planks of wood on picnic table

Directions:
*Use GPS

1511 Evans Street

Special Instructions:
** 10 people
** 3-4 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Samantha Brown

SAMANTHA'S BAKERY & CAFÉ

Phone: (870) 703-1262
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Elise Henderson63
Alex Schulze
Angel Medina
Elijah Christenson
Emma Ballantyne
Jack Hoien
Jacob Lewis
Rachel Del Angel
Samuel Goins

Project: 22

- Clean inside of the house (every room besides bed rooms)
- Vaccum
- Dust 
- Sweep and mop
- Clean ceiling fans
- Mow and rake yard if needed
- Clean up flower beds (clean up leaves and pull up weeds)

Directions:
*Use GPS

135 N. 14th St.

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people 
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Beverly Kelly

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 245-7777
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Katelyn Brown64
 
Avery Lewis
Isabella Knight
Jenna Case
Lilianne McDonald
Lillian Felton
Sarah Woodward

Project: 9

- Scrape dirt from sidewalk.
- Dust and mop rooms, and vacuum steps in entry way.
- Wash car.
- Pressure wash the windows

Directions:
*Use GPS

112 Evonshire Drive

Special Instructions:
**4-6 people
**2-3 hours 

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Judith Mims

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 403-6053
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Emily Greenwell65
Abbie Moix
Addison Southerland
Brianna Cantrell
Emilee Webb
Jane Ellen Dial
Kennedy Johnson
Kinley Deaton
Rachel Forsythe

Project: 10

- Gardening
- Move plants from one part of the yard to another
- Clean fence
- Mow
- Turning over and spreading dirt
- Clean at carport (if extra time)

Directions:
*Use GPS

1717 Caddo Street

Special Instructions:
** 8 people
**2.5-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Sharon Smith

SENIOR ADULT, DISABLED

Phone: (870) 464-8540
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Caroline Jurkovich66
Abby Kemmer
Addison Davis
Alex Watson
Blaise Batson
Joely Thomas
Lexi Lusford
Mary Beth Sorg
Natalie Marine
Ryli Russ

Project: 35

- Rake leaves in backyard
- Blow off carport
- Cut tops of bushes in the back
- mulch flowerbeds in front and around the tree in the back
- Pull weeds
- Trim hedges by back door
- Trim bushes

Directions:
*Use GPS

#2 Murry Lane

Special Instructions:
**5-7people
** 2 hours
***NOTE: Be careful of POISON IVY around the tree in the back. Mrs Mitchell also has 2 
small dogs.

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Beth Mitchell

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 331-6065
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Caroline Jurkovich66
Abby Kemmer
Addison Davis
Alex Watson
Blaise Batson
Joely Thomas
Lexi Lusford
Mary Beth Sorg
Natalie Marine
Ryli Russ

Project: 85

- Clean inside windows
- Mop entryway, bathroom and kitchen floors
- Collect sticks outside
- Pull weeds
- Clean ceiling fans

Directions:
*Use GPS

117 Leewood Dr.

Special Instructions:
**6 people
**2-3 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Muriel Hasley

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-7319
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Emily O'Quinn67
Alayna Brown
Avery Smith
Ella Carter
Elly Edmondson
Hope Decker
Hope Howerton
Hope Ingold
Layten Goudy
Sarah Prince

Project: 42

- Yard work (mowing)
- Car wash (Only wash 1 of the cars)
- Move limbs
- Scraps in yard to pile

Directions:
*Use GPS

2426 Hwy 7 South

Special Instructions:
**3-4 People
** 3-4 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Louise Jones Phone: (870) 366-4426
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Emily O'Quinn67
Alayna Brown
Avery Smith
Ella Carter
Elly Edmondson
Hope Decker
Hope Howerton
Hope Ingold
Layten Goudy
Sarah Prince

Project: 74

- Clean ceiling fans
- Clean plantation shutters inside house
- Clean windows from inside of house
- Mow yard

Directions:
*Use GPS

1806 Forrest Park Dr.

Special Instructions:
** 6-8 people
** 2 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.***

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Nancy Freeman

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (501) 627-5032
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Jenna Rogers68
 

Isabelle Holeyfield
Kayla Steinmeyer
Reyna Cabrera

Project: 83

- Clean weeds
- Racking, clean flower bed
- Plant new flowers
- Pott small flowers.

Directions:
*Use GPS

2701 Twin Rivers Drive

Special Instructions:
** 8-10 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Sheri Quarles

NIGHTINGALE NURSING HOME

Phone: (870) 246-5566
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Georgia Richards69
Alex Browning
Ellie Bennett
Jadie Langston
Kendall Wilson
Madison James
Olivia Beene
Payton Dumas

Project: 13

- Clean/pull weeds from flower beds around church
- Wash windows
- Trim ivy from house
- Cut some shrubs

Directions:
*Use GPS

2031 Crawford Street

Special Instructions:
**6-8 people
**2 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Bob Sanders

ST. ANDREW UNITED METHODIST

Phone: (870) 246-2466
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Caroline Worthen70
Addie Woods
Anna Claire Powers
Anna Kate Saxton
Ashley Drennan
Autumn Halverson
Brooklin Pitard
Ella Carter
Ella Gay

Project: 8

- Spread mulch and rake where mulch is added

Directions:
*Use GPS

804 Brentwood Drive

Special Instructions:
**6 people
** 3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Marilyn Yopp

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (303) 594-7860
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Whit Lawrence71
Ellie Hoeman
Emily Payne
Gabriel Greenwich
Izzi Breaux
Noah Embry

Project: 60

- Put out mulch
- Pull weeds from flower beds
- Scrape/pull grass from back walkway/sidewalk
- Wash car/truck and house windows
-Edge sidewalk 
-Sweep back dexk and backyard seating area

Directions:
*Use GPS

108 Magnolia Drive

Special Instructions:
** 12 people or more 
** 2-3 hours

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Bob Gravett

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 246-7367
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MJ Leslie72
Gavin Snyder
Reggie Martin
Rollin Belton
Ryan Harris
Shaun Williams
Terran Williams

Project: 46

- Rake leaves
- Wash car

Directions:
*Use GPS

415 Church Street

Special Instructions:
** 6 People
**3 Hours
** Additional phone number: 734-417-9989
***NOTE: Team members might want to wear boots or old shoes because the backyard 
might be muddy***

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.****

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Henry P Wilson

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 210-6105
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MJ Leslie72
Gavin Snyder
Reggie Martin
Rollin Belton
Ryan Harris
Shaun Williams
Terran Williams

Project: 72

- Rake leaves off the fence and yard
- Pull leaves out of pole barn
- Pick up limbs and onto burn pile

Directions:
*Use GPS

116 Central Rd

Special Instructions:
** 3 people
** 1.5 hours

****Your team has been assigned 2 projects, so we ask that you split your team into two 
groups so that you can go to your separate projects at 9: 00 AM.***

If you finish your project early and would like to continue serving, call the Elrod Center and 
we can direct you to a new site.

Need extra tools, more volunteers to finish, or have any questions?
Call Us: (870)245-5320

Greg Goshen

SENIOR ADULT

Phone: (870) 403-1696
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